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on the occasion of gallery weekend 2022, the haubrok 
foundation and kicken berlin will be showing extensive 
work groups of klaus rinke (*1939), spanning from the 
1960s to the 1980s, in a two-part exhibition project.  
 
rinke counts among the most important contemporary 
artists internationally. as a pioneer of performance and 
action art, his works explored the relationship between 
body in space and time. trained at the folkwangschule in 
essen from 1957-1960 and then a professor of sculpture 
in dusseldorf from 1974 until 2004, rinke feels at home in a 
variety of disciplines and embodies like few others an 
expanded definition of the artist. he is drawer, painter, 
photographer, sculptor, an action and concept artist at 
once. 
 
the haubrok foundation’s exhibition of the series 
wasserwerk rinke focuses on early performative works and 
is accompanied by the exhibition sequenzen. konzeptuelle 
fotografie by angelika platen, which shows rinke’s 
environment in the 1970s. entitled klaus rinke | projects 
(moma 1973 et al.), kicken berlin will present a series of 
iconic “primary demonstrations,” which largely originated 
from his first solo exhibition at the museum of modern art, 
new york in 1973. 
 
 
wasserwerk rinke 
haubrok foundation 
april 29 – june 26, 2022  
 
 
in biographical-theoretical texts, klaus rinke describes his 
lifelong affinity to water as the first essential element and 
medium to represent time, space, mass, and gravity in 
accordance with the motto “water + gravity = harmony.” 
he works with swimming elements, pools, and containers 
such as the accessible wassersack (water sack, 1968) and 
the installation waagerechter wasserstrahl (horizontal 
water jet, 1968). these were followed by water circulations 
and pour-and-fill actions. zwölf fass geschöpftes 
rheinwasser (twelve barrels of water scooped from the 
rhine, 1969) is one of his most well-known works of this 
kind. the water works take up many forms, from sculptural 
actions [skulpturale handlungen] to factual objects such as 
barrels, sacks, and tubes to photography. they are the 
focus of the presentation wasserwerk rinke of haubrok 
foundation at FAHRBEREITSCHAFT, berlin-lichtenberg, 
basing its title on the eponymous show at the wiener 
secession in 1980. 
 
other works programmatically take up the circulation and 
redirection of water, for example wassertisch I, 
zeitdurchfluß (water table I, flow of time, 1970/1975). 
eaumage – le fouet culturel (eaumage – the cultural whip, 
1984) manifests the foundational element with a room-
encompassing dynamic. zwei meter wasser (two meters of 
water, 1969), planned in multiples, lends the otherwise 
formless volume a visible presence in the shape of a 
coiled tube.  



 
klaus rinke was also a subject to photographers, among 
them angelika platen. with her camera she captured the 
actions and positions of rinke and his cohorts in the young 
concept- and action-art scene — including daniel buren, 
hanne darboven, walter de maria, charlotte moorman, and 
sigmar polke — with her own conceptual and serial 
approach. a selection of these works is on view alongside 
rinke’s at FAHRBEREITSCHAFT. 
 
 
klaus rinke | projects (moma 1973 et al.) 
kicken berlin 
april 30 – june 17, 2022  
 
 
the selection of works at kicken berlin is based on an 
early, central overview of rinke’s work, curated by 
kynaston mcshine (1935-2018), curator at the modern 
museum of art, new york, together with the artist as part 
of the institution’s projects series in the fall of 1973. 
mcshine had an eye for the experimental, conceptual art 
of the era by early minimalists such as carl andre and 
donald judd (primary structures, jewish museum, new 
york, 1966), robert smithson and richard serra 
(information, moma, 1970). rinke praises mcshine as a 
pathbreaking facilitator of art and has dedicated the 
current exhibition at kicken berlin to him. 
 
searching for an immediate, true-to-reality mode of 
perception and representation, rinke put himself at the 
center of his actions, precisely planning his body’s 
movements in time and space — “primary 
demonstrations” —, which were captured in serial 
photographs. they make up the quintessence of his 
performative oeuvre and the focus of the exhibition at 
kicken berlin in charlottenburg. 
 
we can differentiate between two approaches on view in 
the moma presentation. in one, rinke intensified the strictly 
documentary-conceptual pointing gesture that reinforces 
elementary experiences in the simplest of actions, such as 
the nine-part zeigebenennung I. auge, augen, nase, mund, 
ohr, ohren, stirn, kinn, hals (naming by pointing I. eye, 
eyes, nose, mouth, ear, ears, forehead, chin, neck, 1971) 
and plus + minus (1972-73). also part of this group are 
wand, boden, raum (wall, floor, space, 1970), sehen. vier 
augenblicke (looking. four moments, 1971), and 
aabgewandtes stehen, zugewandtes stehen (standing 
reversed, standing towards, 1971). 
 
in a different approach he more strongly utilized 
photography’s serial qualities to visualize and clarify. The 
169-part work durchs format gehen (passing through the 
format, 1972) belongs to this group. sich ins bild stellen (to 
place oneself into the picture, 1972) visualizes a process 
in a similar way. deplazierung. zeitpunktueller 
standortwechsel (displacement. changing location to 
points in time), made in kassel for documenta 5 (1972), 
visualizes a sequence of growing distance. 
 
on the occasion of gallery weekend, and on the artist’s 
birthday which coincides with the vernissage at kicken 
berlin, these parallel presentations at haubrok foundation 



and kicken berlin offer a concentrated overview of the 
central series of rinke’s performative works. 
 
 
 
 
 
opening haubrok foundation 
april 24, 2022, 4 – 7 pm  
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